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Delayed reactions allow for the Fermentation theory
Delayed reactions thrive in a warm Fermentation theory
In hot tubs reactions thrive in a warm Fermentation theory
In hot tubs reactions thrive in a warm wet environment
In hot tubs many organisms thrive in a warm wet environment
In hot tubs many in the gap thrive in a warm wet environment
In hot tubs many in the gap thrive in a warm wet life
I try tubs many in the gap thrive between art and life
I try to act in the gap between art and life
I try to act in a transparent lid between art and life
I try to act in a transparent lid between art and lingerie
The cabinet act in a transparent lid between each shelf and lingerie
The cabinet with a transparent lid between each shelf and lingerie
The cabinet with a transparent lid for each shelf is excellent for lingerie
The cabinet with a transparent artist for each shelf is excellent for lingerie
The cabinet with a transparent artist for each shelf is excellent of courage
I try to be a transparent artist for each show is excellent of courage
I try to be a truthful artist for each show is excellent of courage
I try to be a truthful artist and show a level of courage
I try to be a truthful limestone and show a level of courage
I try to be a truthful limestone and show a level of the pyramid
A higher to be a truthful limestone and show the outer level of the pyramid
A higher-quality limestone was used as the outer level of the pyramid
A higher-quality limestone was used as the outer casing of the pyramid
A higher-quality limestone was crucial as the outer casing of the pyramid
We assert quality limestone was crucial as the outer casing is valid
We assert quality the subject was crucial as that subject casing is valid
We assert that the subject was crucial as that subject matter is valid
We assert that the subject is crucial and only that subject matter is valid
We assert that the subject is not contradictory and only that subject matter is valid
We position that the subject is not contradictory and only that subject matter is valid
The position that the subject is not contradictory and a capitalist system is valid
The position that the subject is not contradictory in a capitalist system is valid
The position of core capitalists is not contradictory in a capitalist system
The position of core capitalists in the painter’s contradictory in a capitalist system
Supreme artifice of core capitalists in the painter’s contradictory in a capitalist system
Supreme artifice of core capitalists in the painter’s contradictory in deliberate misappropriation
Supreme artifice of core capitalists comes in the painter’s love of deliberate misappropriation
Supreme artifice comes in the painter’s love of deliberate misappropriation
Supreme artifice comes to the simplicity love of deliberate misappropriation
People are also artifice comes to the simplicity love of deliberate faux finish
People are also artifice comes to the simplicity of changing a faux finish
People are also attracted to the simplicity of changing a faux finish

For the past year I’ve worked in a studio adjacent to 
Katie Bell’s, at the Marie Walsh Sharpe Foundation. 
It’s been thrilling for me to watch her work evolve over 
this period of time. The following piece is my attempt 
to illuminate Bell’s current processes through a col-
lage of texts that are pertinent to her work.
  — JOHN O’CONNOR is an artist in New York City.
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A Night’s Mission , 2012, wood, foam, 
plastic, carpet, paper, glue, rope, drywall 
spray, linoleum, and acrylic on wall, 14 × 

12 × 2 feet. Photos by Carly Gaebe. Images 
courtesy of the artist.
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Tear Peak , 2012, acrylic, vinyl, plaster, nails, 
wood, drywall, foam, laminate, and vertical 

blinds on wall, 6 1/2 × 10 feet. 

Blue Eyes, Heavy Bluffs , 2012, acrylic, fiberglass, 
wood, linoleum, towels, plaster, foam, tape, cinder 
blocks, and faux geode bookends, 12 × 8 × 11 feet. 

Day Duster, 2012, acrylic on stretched fabric, 
metal, and wood, 36 1/2 x 56 inches. 
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